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Tammy Faye’s legacy is one of the most compelling, complex and divisive tales 

among America’s contemporary religious chronicles. The richness of Tammy’s 

intriguing biography stems from the multiplicity of lenses that it bestows 

theologians and others. We may use these tools altruistically to untangle the 

convoluted mosaic of America’s social fabric during the post civic rights period. 

 



Tammy conquered two lucrative domains of masculine hegemony – 

entrepreneurship and religion. Some insiders claim that she was the creative 

inspiration who trademarked the blatantly conspicuous Praise the Lord (PTL) 

business empire.  

 

Tammy’s trailblazing identities and achievements effortlessly transcended rigid 

social boundaries. This married mother might have been most comfortable 

singing gospel numbers as a sequined songbird at a glitzy San Franciscan dance 

club. In a similar vein to drag double Dolly, this bottle blonde was nobody’s fool. 

 

Legend  

 

Tammy’s stellar deeds deeply permeate the intersection of six realms of power: 

religion, media, family, transnational commerce, pop culture and activism. She is 

among the select few who reached the apex of their profession via God-given 

talent. Born into a modest family in rural Minnesota, she toiled from the bottom 

rung to the pinnacle of her esteemed field, religious ministry, over two decades. 



Minister Messner was fully ordained as a Pentecostal preacher. A pioneer of the 

Tele-Evangelical movement, she hosted/co-hosted various television ministry 

shows from the mid-1960s to 1987, such as the humble The 700 Club.  

 

Tammy Faye’s signature-style contribution to ministry is paradoxically authentic. 

Her eccentric makeup, kitsch kits and gospel music performances are peerless for 

their uplifting enthusiasm and audacious theatrics. Her wailing tears of raw 

emotion and smudged mascara are firmly entrenched in Tele-Evangelical folklore. 

 

An accomplished organist and vocalist in her own right, Tammy sang hundreds of 

gospel numbers solo and collaboratively on primetime network television. She is 

credited as solo/principal vocalist for fifteen albums released by five record labels.  

 

The PTL offered a net positive contribution to America’s religious culture, 

notwithstanding the fringe uproar generated by this free-market oriented 

enterprise. The quality of PTL’s Heritage USA theme park largesse attracted 

relatively little controversy when it served the public from 1978-1989. History has 



‘judged’ this venture as a value-for-money venue. It allowed Christian families to 

enjoy wholesome entertainment in a safe space among likeminded pilgrims. 

 

The PTL television broadcast gifted free ministry to numerous demographics who 

are unwilling or unable to engage traditional congregational services. These 

include Christians with disabilities and persons living in remote areas. It also 

served those averse to attending events populated by diverse audiences.  

 

Tammy showed America how religion can be pleasurable. A natural showgirl, she 

publicly celebrated the ways in which Christian women can enjoy a serious career, 

wear makeup and dance and sing as they please in the name of the Holy Lord. 

 

Messner’s unconditional celebration of the human spirit and its magnificent 

medleys define her exceptional contribution to the Christian faith and society-at-

large. She made television history in 1985 when she became America’s first 

religious leader to interview a HIV positive minister on PTL. Her sermons spoke 

fearlessly about taboo topics such as romantic intimacy and addiction.   



Many pastors pay lip service to the notion of the broad church. Tammy was the 

real deal. Born without doors and locks on her heart, she allowed all persons in. 

She was blind to race, class, age, disability and other irrelevant human traits.  

 

Lenses 

 

Eleven years after Tammy passed away, the futile sinner versus saint polemic 

debate persists in the public domain. How can one person be demonized (by the 

minority) and demi-deified by others in near-equal amounts?  

 

The polarization of Tammy’s glorious narrative bears testament to the toxic 

pervasiveness of false binaries. Since the birth of our nation, dark forces from afar 

have conspired to divide, conquer, enslave and humiliate the Land of the Free. 

 

In our plastic celebrity society, the agenda-driven mockingbird media can make-

or-break any person or institute. They do so by projecting the crimes of their allies 



and themselves onto the innocent. Sadly, many people cannot or will not apply 

critical-thinking skills to assess the motives of these fake news nemeses. 

 

The demise of PTL and Heritage USA was the product of established vested 

interests who were threatened by the PTL Ministry and what it represented – an 

alternative and emancipated way of preaching scripture. Spearheaded by a ‘We 

the People’ type Tammy, PTL offered a template that promised to cleanse the 

social fabric of our nation. A transition from judgment, persecution, division and 

contradiction towards a polity of liberty, honesty, forgiveness and love.  

 

Did PTL purposefully perpetrate fraud? Possibly. We may never know. It is not for 

us to judge based on dubious, dated second-hand mainstream media spin. The 

weaponization of taxation and corporate law against outsiders is fact not fiction. 

 

Virtually all multinational corporations breach the law at least once unwittingly. 

Established institutions armed with ‘blue-blood’ attorneys find creative ways to 

rectify such rifts via sick slick public relations and discreetly negotiated fines. 



Numerous complex state, federal and international laws regulate charitable 

bodies and corporate governance. Breaches of such laws may be inadvertent. 

Tammy was a religious minister. She naïvely followed the advice of scheming 

jealous Judas advisors. Tammy was no learned scholar of business finance law. 

 

Lessons 

 

Messner’s divine legacy imparts pivotal positive lessons that we can draw from. 

This insight may aid us to better ourselves, family, community, nation and world.  

 

The commercialization of religion is not automatically devious. It is costly to build 

quality infrastructure that imparts joy and knowledge to a flock. There is a 

legitimate role for ethical mass fundraising for far-reaching spiritual collectives. 

 

Balancing wealth accumulation, spendthrift treats, and devoutness is subjective 

and tricky. It is difficult to quantify boundaries between unholy excess and self-

reward for hard-work and sacrifice that adds value and improves the quality-of-



life for others. PTL boldly brought these issues into the global public 

consciousness. 

 

Tammy reminds us that individuals should be respected independently of the 

actions of their associates. All people have a right to a presumption of innocence.  

Contrary to popular myth, Tammy was never charged with a crime during her life. 

 

It is easy to misjudge a book by its corny cover. Messner’s caricatured canvass is a 

sacred text. This kaleidoscope bled wisdom, joy and profound pain. Tammy Faye’s 

anointed mission healed millions. Her lightwork thrives beyond her glittery grave. 
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